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The chemical engineer is supposed to look after the production of chemicals. He must also
monitor the design of the equipment. The chemical engineer is often helped by the chemical
technician. For this field, an excellent knowledge of chemistry and physics is needed. In some
cases, the chemical engineer can be specialized in pollution control, oxidation and the
production of plastics. Some of the engineers are called as plastic engineers. All the products of
our daily life are produced by the chemical processes.
In Michigan, the Chemical Engineer Salary is $48,087-$93,028. Experience counts a lot for
this field. A degree in chemical engineering is needed for the job applicant. The project engineer
must guide the engineering design team in the projects. Technical testing must also be
supervised. For getting into this field, project management skills are required.

The Project Engineer Salary is $54,980-$126,403 for an experience of twenty years or more.
The sound engineer performs a number of tasks like setting up electric or electronic equipment.
Most of the persons work at radio and television stations. A few positions are also available in
the entertainment industry. The job opportunities are seen in towns and localities. To enter this
field, the job applicant must be trained in electronics, broadcasting technology and computer
networking. The Sound Engineer hourly Salary is $9.74-$30.46. Most of the sound engineers
work in climate controlled surroundings.
They are under constant pressure and sometimes, the sound engineer can spend more than
forty hours a week on the job. The network engineer is supposed to supervise the computer
networks. The network must be managed properly. Many computers are connected to the main
computer and it is called as a server. For the state of New York, the Network Engineer Salary
is $45,671-$98,614. The computer hardware engineer must develop, design and monitor the
installation of computer hardware. The job applicant must have a sound knowledge of
mathematics. Management and administration are also essential.
The computer hardware must be designed using software and hardware tools. The Hardware
Engineer Salary ranges from $54,526-$103,263 in the city of San Jose in California. The field
has plenty of opportunities for the job applicant. Sufficient experience must be acquired. Due to
the increase of skilled professionals, the outlook for the career is good. If a persons has the
necessary educational qualifications, he is sure to develop in the field of computer hardware
engineering.
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